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Do you want to become a pro in Minecraft? This book will definitely for you, learn more awesome

Minecraft Secrets, Tips, Tricks and Hints to dominate the game! It is easy to read with adorable

images that will captivate your mind. The more you discover about Minecraft the more the game

becomes fun. Explore and Enjoy Minecraft features you never knew about!
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My 10 year old received this as a gift. Needless to say, he was very disappointed. I am shocked at

all of the 5-star reviews this book received. If I could give it zero stars I would. This 71 page

over-priced book, which literally looks like someone photo copied a bunch of black & white pages

together and slapped a pretty cover on the outside, could be condensed into about 30-35 pages.

Each page consists of 1 or 2 large font sentences and a small grainy black & white picture. At least

1/3 of each page is left blank. The book gives you obvious "secrets," but then doesn't give you a

detailed explanation of how to use these secrets. The title itself is a misrepresentation of the book,

because it falls way short of being the "ultimate Minecraft guide", and in no way will you become a

"pro" by reading it. This book should be titled, "Minecraft: Basic Beginners Obvious Secrets

Handbook." If you know anything about Minecraft, or have played Minecraft for more than a couple

of days, then this book is NOT for you. If you are older than about 7 or 8, this book is not for you.

For a better explanation of Minecraft, and for a much cheaper price, I would suggest buying the

Official Mojang Minecraft books like, "Minecraft: Redstone Handbook," "Mindcraft: Combat

Handbook," "Mindcraft: Essential Handbook," and "Mindcraft: Construction Handbook." Each of



these books consist of 70-80 pages of beautiful full-color photos, endless tips and Minecraft

strategies.

This book is overpriced for the tiny amount of content in it. It's more like a magazine. Each page has

about 2 large font sentences, a picture, & that's about it. Nothing like the other minecraft books out

there. I got it for part of a gift & it just looked cheap. Lacking decent content, in my opinion.

DO NOT BUY THIS!!! We have bough Minecraft Handbooks in the past and expected a beautiful,

detailed, colored book. This book is crap and is a rip off. It's printed with one or two sentences on

each page, black and white pictures and WAY simplistic instructions. The publisher should be

ashamed. This is NOT like the other books.

This is one of the most crudely made books I have ever seen. It is some printer paper cut into some

small rectangles with grainy black and white pictures and two sentences on each page! And beyond

that, most of the writing (if you can even call it that) doesn't even have proper spelling and

punctuation! This is a horrible "book" that teaches useless and obvious "secrets" and doesn't

explain how to use them! Without exaggeration, only someone who had never played Minecraft in

his life would gain from reading this! I can't believe this book is available to the public! It's only

selling at all because Minecraft is so popular. This book and all of the other books by "Steve Kid"

are undeniably AWFUL!

I'm pretty sure this book was written by a 5 year old. I smell copyright infringement! Pictures are

terrible. My son saved up his money for a new Minecraft book and was sooo excited. Shame on this

seller for taking advantage of little kids!

Too bad I purchased based on overall ratings instead of reading the reviews first. This is a complete

waste of money. My 9 yr old begged me to get this and he was counting the days for its arrival. He

did not learn one thing from this "book" (Honestly, I can't even call this a book). It has one or two

sentences per page in huge type with low quality, black and white screen grabs. It's likely written by

a kid..."bobby traps"? It has very basic info that the average player would already know. If you are

expecting the same quality as the Mojang books, you will be very disappointed.

Daughter chose for a friend she plays Minecraft with. Very thin on content. Type is wide spaced and



only 2-3 sentences (literally) per "chapter". Might be good for a very young child (4-6 year old) who

is just learning to read. Is not a good book for anyone who has played much Minecraft or older than

that K-1st grade.

it's easier to break bedrock than to enjoy this. it is basiclly trying to cover crap with glitter.

purchasing this rubbish called "book" is a decision I still regret. I have given this book 101 too many

stars.
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